What COVID-

Means For
Influencer Marketing

INTRO
DUCTION
The world is in a state of uncertainty following the

According to a recent Econsultancy survey2 , 55% of UK

outbreak of COVID-19 (coronavirus) and the pandemic

marketers (57% in North America) are delaying product

is raising some serious questions for marketers. Brands

and service launches, with the majority of respondents

and organisations have taken to pausing or cancelling

claiming marketing budget commitments are under

campaigns, postponing events and rethinking their

review.

strategy for rest of the year.
Aside from concerns over reduced footfall and
This is particularly true in China, who were the first nation

international shipping, professionals in the industry today

to experience the disruption caused by COVID-19, and

will be acutely aware of a shift in consumer behaviour.

where brands particularly within the luxury sector are

The pace of life is slowing and consequently new routines

facing new challenges daily. The virus has caused a

are emerging temporarily for the near future.

significant knock-on effect slowing down the supply
chain from China to other countries, a fact which has

Obvious and rapid reactions that we have seen

been exacerbated in part by Italy’s recent lockdown.

from consumer brands concern pulled promotional

From fashion to travel and the automotive industry,

campaigns that are deemed inappropriate and

recent restrictions have proven highly problematic for

insensitive within the current environment. A prime

a variety of businesses whose sales have declined or

example is KFC who recently parked it’s ‘Finger licking

manufacturing lines have been stalled for the foreseeable

good’ campaign as it depicted customers licking their

future.

fingers which clearly contradicts current messaging
concerning hygiene and hand-washing. Similarly,

Understandably, some companies are erring on the

Hershey’s spots showing Bob Williams and Diggy

side of caution, preferring to tap out rather than enter

Moreland handing out chocolate bars to strangers and

the ring, and larger conglomerates are sticking closely

hugging and shaking hands have been put on hold

to nationwide guidelines when it comes to corporate

owing to fears over person-to-person contact.

communications. In an interview with The Drum,
Owen Lee, chief creative officer of FCB Inferno, claims

Influencer campaigns have also inevitably been pulled

brands want to help, but are unsure how. “Brands are

due to current circumstances. Whether concerning an

nervous about appearing to profit from this crisis. The

influencer campaign hinged on a canceled event such

conversation is being had in many client and agency

as Coachella, or as a result of brands erring on the side

organisations, but they have to be absolutely sure they

of caution due to consumer sensitivity and a decrease

are helping people not just making money from it or

in tolerance of being sold to, there is already impact

being seen to make money from it.” 1

evident on current work. Recent influencers that have
come under scrutiny include Gwyneth Paltrow who

Even before government enforced closures, many

received significant social media backlash last weekend

companies took steps to slow down the spread of the

after creating a tone-deaf post featuring the actress and

virus, from implementing remote working, to closing

Goop Founder in a pair of Alexandre Birman’s $425

bricks and mortar stores. Amidst the current climate,

Clarita sneakers, as a warm-up for a wider campaign

marketers and advertisers in particular are having

between the publication and brand. The post has since

to rethink their strategies for the coming quarter.

been deleted.

WHY
BRANDS
NEED TO
CONTINUE
WITH
REVISED
STRATEGY

Whilst taking a back seat will no doubt protect brands

by effective marketing. We need to drive demand like

against potential criticism, it may also stifle an opportunity

never before.” Brands simply need to adapt their angle

to demonstrate genuine brand purpose at a time when

to reflect the climate.

consumers are most receptive. Whilst there is certainly a
need for messaging and creative to be adjusted and for

With the majority of the world now engaging in ‘social

brands to become more sensitive to current consumer

distancing’ and amidst economic uncertainty, looking

concerns and appetites, it would be a mistake for brands

to brands or influencers for recommendations on what

to cease promotional marketing entirely.

to buy is not currently at the forefront of the average
shopper’s agenda. The theory of ‘The Lipstick Effect4’

When it comes to influencer marketing, though the

suggests that consumers tend to invest in low-price

current climate may be trickier to navigate, it would be

luxuries or ‘feel good’ purchases during an economic

unwise to fully blanket ban activations, instead the time

crisis as a means of distraction, meaning that it is likely

should be utilised for reflecting on strategy and purpose.

that FMCG brands will to a degree experience a lesser

In fact, brands that can productively reflect current shifts

impact than that of higher-priced products, such as

in consumer priorities through influencer partnerships

luxury fashion in the present situation.

and wider purpose-led marketing will be able to connect
and communicate with their customers in a truly

However, this doesn’t mean that brands cannot still

meaningful and resonant way. Brands need to refrain

promote long-standing brand allegiance whilst doing

from being opportunistic or acting in poor taste, but also

something for the greater good of society. A great

have a responsibility to support the wider economy by

example of this can be seen with luxury footwear designer

keeping the industry moving forward.

Sophia Webster, who is currently running a competition
on social where the brand is donating 200 pairs of shoes

Mark Ritson recently wrote an opinion piece for Marketing

to nominated NHS workers for a pick-me-up. A donation

Week regarding COVID-19 and the wider marketing

driven by compassion for the critical work of the NHS,

arena, echoing this sentiment and explaining that: “The

this display of humanity by the brand will inevitably have

wheels of industry need to keep turning so workers are

a long-term impact on positive brand perception far

paid and families are fed. Those wheels are best greased

greater than everyday activations.
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THE CHANGING
HABITS IN
CONSUMER
CONTENT
CONSUMPTION

From a content perspective, an inevitable increasing
trend is that whilst mobility is restricted and people
are rich in f ree time, consumers are more likely
looking for helpful, informative, solutions-based
content. For example, f itness coach Joe Wicks
(The Body Coach) has responded to self-isolation
by creating more video content to enable people
to exercise safely at home, as well as developing
new P.E. classes to ensure children who are now
not at school can still exercise suff iciently. With
consumers increasingly seeking out content from
those with expertise and specialist knowledge, this

Inevitably as a result, influencers creating content

only reaffirms the true use of influencer marketing

that gives advice on things to do at home during

and demonstrates further that brands should be

isolation or remote working for example, are seeing

engaging with those content creators who have

increased levels of engagement from a captive and

influence through talent, knowledge or expertise

receptive audience. This will also be the case for

rather than just a following.

influencers providing solutions to other challenges
such as boredom, frustration or anxiety, which are
welcome additions to a social media landscape
littered with paranoia and confusion.
According to Chris Davis, Head of Brand Partnerships
at talent agency Gleam Solutions: “Over the coming
weeks, we predict that the consumption of talentproduced digital content is going to increase, and
the talent we manage are reporting back that
their audiences are keen to have light relief f rom
the unnerving situation - we’re seeing book clubs,
guidance on how to maintain wellbeing and health,
live music sessions, group yoga, home workout
guides, creative recipes from cupboard ingredients
and much more. As consumer behaviour shifts,
we’re likely to see a rise in wellbeing tips and self-

Inevitably, for those brands that facilitate greater
connectivity or can enhance lifestyles through
isolation, the ability to commercially communicate
appropriately via influencer marketing is far easier.
Interesting examples have already started to emerge,
such as Portal from Facebook’s recent collaboration
with Louise Roe which is being repurposed within
the brand’s social advertising at present.

care advice being shared.” Chris advises that brands
should use talent at this time as their voice, to
humanise themselves rather than being too sales
focused: “Brands should facilitate conversations, not
look to own them.”
For example, influencer Katie Snooks hosted a
pub quiz for her followers on Instagram Stories,
utilising the Question & Answer function making it
fully interactive with her audience. Katie received
messages f rom her followers saying that they
had taken part in the quiz with their friends over
Facetime, couples who were separated by countries
took part together and comments expressed that
followers were delighted that Katie gave them this
option which provided some much needed light
comic relief. Though it is early stages, Katie has
experienced higher engagement levels to her normal
content, particularly through direct messages.

THE CHANGING
CONTENT
TRENDS OF
CELEBRITIES
AND
INFLUENCERS

The appetite for authoritative influencers is not the only
content trend to become increasingly popular in recent
days. Numbers of celebrities on social media have been
creating videos giving their audiences tips on things to
do from home – from Bebe Rexha to Lizzo – who posted
a live meditation class on her feed. Singer Miley Cyrus
also used clips from her TV show Hannah Montana to

Celebrities who are joining the conversation online are

demonstrate coronavirus etiquette, urging fans to stay at

often demonstrating the trend towards informative

home and practice responsible shopping habits. There’s

content in such a time of need. The likes of Brandon

no reason why brands shouldn’t be thinking on this

Flowers, Taylor Swift and Arnold Schwarzenegger have

wavelength.

all posted videos on how to correctly wash your hands
and stay inside, and actors Amy Adams and Jennifer

Earlier this week, Surgeon General Jerome Adams called

Garner have raised awareness and donations for charity

on high profile influencers and celebrities in the fight

by reading bedtime stories to children in isolation,

against coronavirus. Speaking on ABC’s Good Morning

demonstrating that appetite and tone is clear. Now is a

America, the high-ranking doctor asserted: “What I really

time for content to have purpose and humanity, which

think we need to do [is] get our influencers…We need to

is likely to be heard and received well.

get Kylie Jenner and social media influencers out there,
in helping folks understand that look, this is serious, this

Another way celebrities are boosting virtual morale is

is absolutely serious. ”

by entertaining fans with online performances. Artists
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including Chris Martin, John Legend, Gary Barlow
and Ronan Keating have recorded remote miniature
‘concerts’ in their homes. Rock band Bring Me The
Horizon are taking fans behind-the-scenes during the
process of making their new album which they are
recording from home. Taking the action out of the studio
or the arena and putting it into people’s homes is a great
way to engage with fans in isolation and boost sentiment.
The band have said: “We want to involve you in the whole
process – so from tonight, we will be sending constant
updates of our progress, doing live chats and streams
with you guys… hopefully to bring a bit of joy and light
to you guys in these dark times.” 6 Similarly High School
Musical alumna Ashley Tisdale posted a video tutorial of
the dance routine to the film’s ‘We’re All In This Together’.

THE POWER
OF EXPERTISE
WITHIN
INFLUENCE
TO COMBAT
MISINFORMATION
AND ‘FAKE-NEWS’

The power and effect of influencers for the greater good

Hygiene, health and wellness is inevitably on the

is also clearly recognised on a government level. In the

consumer agenda and there is a growing shift towards

past few days, the UK Government announced it will be

audiences seeking more meaningful content from

partnering with social media influencers to help share

social expertise. Dr. Joshua Wolrich, an NHS doctor and

accurate information about the COVID-19 pandemic

Instagrammer with 270,000 followers, who uses his

and stop the spread of fake news. Helping reach global

platform and expertise to dismiss health and wellness

audiences quickly, the UK’s Department for International

myths has been active in debunking the rumours

Development will charge influencers with the task of

surrounding COVID-19. As consumers see increasing

pointing younger users towards official public health

examples of misinformation in the current fraught

advice7 . This illustrates just one of the ways influencers

situation, it is likely that this trend for seeking content via

can be formally employed as a force for good during the

gravitas of expertise will be reflected in the appetite for

crisis and a means of communicating best practice.

authoritative influencers.

THE NEED FOR
BRANDS TO
SHOW HUMANITY

When it comes to influencer collaborations, now is a time
to reflect on strategies to harness the influence of digital
tastemakers. As well as exploring involvement in the
content trends discussed in this report, brands should
embrace organic partnerships with influencers who
share their brand ethos to spread important messages
and champion philanthropic efforts such as supporting
the elderly, local charities and food banks. Combining
brand influence with that of a skilled digital motivator
could be a powerful pairing that increases awareness,
visibility and impact.
Rather than looking for a quick fix, brands should be
thinking differently about their influencer strategy,
focusing more closely on building a human identity
for themselves and working in conjunction with their
customers to fix real problems for long-term brand
resonance.
Speaking to Footwear news, Marc Beckman, CEO and
Founder of ad agency DMA United advised brands to:
“figure out a way to create goodwill and lock in arm in

arm with consumers so that after this difficult period,
the consumer base will remember…We’re living in a time
where digital consumers in particular are less loyal than
ever before. It would be very powerful for brands to make
decisions from a marketing perspective that will resonate

and wash their hands at their leisure, with no obligation

with the consumer after this crisis.”

to buy. In a statement, the cruelty-free company said:
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“We know there are practicalities to being able to wash
As an example of how not to operate at present, Richard

hands when out and about…There will be no requirement

Branson’s Virgin empire has come under intense scrutiny

to purchase anything – our soap, our sinks and our shops

for asking 8,500 Virgin Atlantic employees to take eight

will be available for anyone to use as a free service.”

weeks unpaid leave, despite Branson himself having large

Similarly, Condé Nast Italy is offering complimentary

personal wealth. This is a really clear example of a brand

digital downloads of magazines such as Vogue and GQ,

not practicing what it preaches when the proverbial really

enabling local customers to enjoy its quality content

hits the fan, so to speak. Branson once said “Clients do not

whilst in lockdown.
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come first. Employees come first.” Evidently, when times
were hard, the brand ultimately showed its consumers

Brands in their numbers have also been quick to follow

that it could not stick to its guns, putting the livelihoods of

suit. On March 18, L’Oréal announced an extensive

its employees at risk and contradicting brand ethos. From

programme to combat COVID-19, which includes

an influencer perspective, employees themselves should

producing and distributing vast quantities of hand

always be at the heart of a brand’s communications

sanitizer and donating 1 million euros to associations

strategy as authentic advocates, whose values are then

aiding the disadvantaged. Fashion houses such as LVMH

amplified through the tiers of third-party influencers.

(who is also manufacturing hand sanitisers), Dolce &

If a brand doesn’t have advocates inside the brand, it’s

Gabbana, Bulgari and Moncler among others have all

incredibly difficult to create genuine messaging with

donated considerable funds to hospitals and medical

those on the periphery.

research universities. The good will of brands to use their
ability to actively make a real difference to research and

Fortunately on the other hand, there are a number of

patient support will inevitably be organically be shared

brands putting their best foot forward. Earlier this month,

and amplified through content creators, as well as

cosmetics brand Lush invited shoppers to come in store

cementing humanity at the heart of the brand.
Along with several other brands including Deciem and
Lululemon, digital-first beauty brand Glossier recently
took the decision to close its stores temporarily to protect
consumers, but significantly bettered it’s digital offering
so consumers weren’t left wanting. With extended
FaceTime capabilities for one-to-one consultations
and increased access to e-commerce experts to
facilitate online purchases and enquiries, Glossier took
action to protect its business and its customers in one
move. Founder Emily Weiss wrote: “From a company
perspective, by closing our stores, we’ll sacrifice some
near-term business goals, but we’re prepared to put
public health ahead of our bottom line.”10 Conversely,
beauty emporium Sephora came under fire from social
media users due to its slow response to calls to close and
has since succumbed to the pressure.

WORKING
WITH DIGITAL
INFLUENCERS IN
THE CURRENT
CLIMATE

At present, influencers are reportedly struggling from
a monetisation standpoint, with many endorsements
being cancelled or delayed, which is problematic
considering in essence, most influencers operate as
freelancers. Those at particular risk are travel influencers
for obvious reasons. Yet from a content perspective, the
increase in online traffic from housebound audiences
presents new opportunities, particularly with more time
on their hands to create small scale content. Now more
than ever, influencers who may be typically spoilt for
choice with brand partnerships will be more receptive to
grassroots activations with the right brand and message.
The emphasis here is that even more so brands need to
exercise due diligence with their influencer outreach at
this time. You don’t need to look too far to discover some
influencers exploiting the coronavirus hashtag for their
own popularity on social media. Controversial YouTuber
Logan Paul recently uploaded a photo of him surrounded
by women in gas masks on a plane to Instagram, with
the caption: “F**k the coronavirus”. Indeed, social media is
littered with misinformation and memes that are morally
problematic, with many using COVID-19 hashtags as a
chance to jump on the bandwagon and drive traffic to
their own channels. Although any effective influencer
marketing practitioner should be demonstrating due
diligence vigilantly, now more than ever, brands need
to do their homework and take care to avoid association
with individuals who do not align with wider values.

CON
CLUSION
Whilst the long-term effect on business is unknown, if
brands can put their purpose above their profit margins
and engage in meaningful influencer partnerships with
sensitive and sensible individuals that provide a service,
they can emerge from the coronavirus stronger and
ready for the recovery period. Smart brands will use this
opportunity to future-proof their internal strategies and
build better long-term partnerships that will extend
effectiveness far beyond what the world is currently
experiencing.
With social distancing likely to be the new norm for
months rather than weeks, after the initial uncertainty
and panic has subsided, it is inevitable that companies
need to continue, adapting their strategy to fit in with the
new physical being online, with an increased vocalisation
of compassion.

If you have any questions about
the report, please contact
Influencer Intelligence’s Head
of Content, Sarah Penny at
sarah.penny@influencerintelligence.com
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